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NUCLEAR C*-ALGEBRAS HAVE AMENABLE UNITARY GROUPS
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(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. Let A be a unital C*-algebra with unitary group G. Give G the

relative (Banach space) weak topology. Then G is a topological group, and

we show that A is nuclear if and only if there exists a left invariant mean on

the space of right uniformly continuous, bounded, complex-valued functions on

G.

Nuclear C*-algebras and injective von Neumann algebras are of fundamental

importance in operator algebra theory. The two classes of algebras are related

through the remarkable result (of Choi-Effros and Connes): a C*-algebra A is

nuclear if and only if A** is an injective von Neumann algebra.
From the work of Haagerup [3], nuclearity is the same as amenability (in

the Banach algebra sense) for C*-algebras. Further, from the deep work of

Connes and others, it is known that injectivity, Property P, hyperfiniteness and

amenability are all equivalent for a von Neumann algebra M.

The relationship between injectivity and classical amenability for topological

groups is established in a result of de la Harpe [4] discussed below. We note

here that Haagerup in [3] proves that the injectivity of M is equivalent to the

existence of a left invariant mean on a certain space of functions on the isometry

semigroup of M. The author plans to discuss the relationship between the

invariant mean results of Haagerup and de la Harpe in a future paper.
We recall some notions from topological group theory. A fundamental system

of entourages for the right uniformity on a topological group G is given by sets

of the form
{ix,y)£GxG:yx-x£V},

where F is a neighborhood of the identity e in G. Let RUC((7) be the space

of right uniformly continuous bounded functions /: G —► C. It is well known

and easy to show that if /: G —► C is bounded, then / £ RUC(G) if and only if
the map x —> fx is norm continuous from G to 4o (07), where /x(v) = fixy)

(y £ G). The space RUC(C7) is a unital C*-subalgebra of loo(G) ,and is right
invariant in the sense that fx £ RUC(O) whenever / e RUC(G).

If X is a right invariant, unital subspace of /00(G), then an element m £ X*
is called a left invariant mean if m(l) = 1 = ||w|| and m(fx) = m(f) for all

f £ X, x £ G. Let £?(X) be the set of left invariant means on X.
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The following simple result is well known but fundamental for theorems of

de la Harpe and the present note.

Proposition 1. Let H be a topological group and G be a dense subgroup of H

with the relative topology. Then jg"(RUC(F)) ^ 0 if and only if ^(RUC(G)) ¿
0.

Proof. By [1, Theorem 2, p. 190], each / e RUC(C7) extends to a unique

function / £ RUC(i/). The map / —* f is a linear isometry from RUC(O)

onto RUC(/f)^ and fx = fx for / £ RUC(G), x £ G. If m £ ̂ (RUC(fT)),
then / -> m{f) is in ^(RUC(G)). Conversely, if « € ^(RUC(O)), then
define ñ £ RUC(iî)* by: «(g) = n(g\(f). Then « is a mean, and ñigx) -
ñig) for x £ G. Since the map x —> gx is norm continuous on H, it follows

that «e^(RUC(/7)).   D

We need de la Harpe's theorem [4; 5, (2.35)] in the proof of the result of this

note. For the sake of completeness, we sketch the proof.

Let M be a von Neumann algebra realized on a Hilbert space K. Let H

be the unitary group of M with the ultraweak topology. Now on H, the latter

topology coincides with both the weak operator and strong operator topologies
on H. Since the involution is weak operator continuous and multiplication is

strong operator continuous on H, it follows that H is a topological group, (de

la Harpe uses the strong operator topology in [4], but it is important for our

purposes that the (intrinsic) ultraweak topology be used.)

Haagerup [3] notes that the separability condition of [4] is not essential.

Theorem 1 [4]. The von Neumann algebra M is injective if J¿?(RUC(H)) j= 0.

Proof. Let M be injective. Suppose first that M is countably generated. Then

there exists a net {H¿} of upwards directed, finite-dimensional unitary sub-

groups of H with H' — (J Hs dense in H. Let n¿ be the mean on H' given

by; nô(f) = tnsiflus) where m¿ is Haar measure on Hs . Any weak* cluster
point of {ns} gives an element of ^(RUC(//')) ■ Hence S?(R\JC(H)) # 0

by the Proposition.
Now remove the countably generated restriction. Then ([2]) M is gener-

ated by an upwards directed collection of injective countably generated sub-von

Neumann algebras. A similar argument to that above gives ^(RUC(i/)) ± 0 .

Conversely, suppose that there exists m £ J?(RUC(.í/)) and let T £ B(K).

One readily checks that for ¿, n £ K, the function f(r, e RUC(H), where

A,r,(U) = UTU~xct • n. Define T £ B(K) by:

n-« = m(/i,„).

By approximating m by convex combinations of point masses, we see that V
is in the weak operator closure of co{UTU~x : U £ H}. The invariance of m

gives V £ M'. Hence M has Property P and so is injective.   D

We now come to our characterization of nuclearity.

Theorem 2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra with unitary group G,and give G

the relative weak topology ias a subset of the Banach space A). Then G is a
topological group, and A is nuclear if and only if there exists a left invariant

mean on RUC(C7).
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Proof. Regard A c A**. Then A** is a von Neumann algebra and its unitary

group H is a topological group in the ultraweak topology. Further, since the

weak topology on A coincides with the relative ultraweak topology, it follows

that the topology on G is the relative topology inherited from H. Also, G is
dense in H [6, (2.3.3)], and A is nuclear if and only if A** is injective. The

results now follows using Theorem 1 and the proposition.   D

Corollary 1. The following statements are equivalent for a unital C*-algebra with
unitary group G.

(1) A is nuclear.

(2) If K is a nonempty compact, convex subset of a locally convex space and

G has an affine left action on K, which is jointly continuous, then there is a

G-fixed point in K.

Proof. Use the fixed-point theorem [5, (2.23)].   D
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